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THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART 
 

PROGRAMME AND COURSE AMENDMENT POLICY (Major) 
 
GENERAL APPROACH 

Amendments to programmes and courses are either classed as major or minor. These 
classifications are defined by the University of Glasgow and are available from the Senate Office. 
For guidance on process, please contact Policy and Governance and see the following link to the 
University of Glasgow website:  

 http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/senateoffice/qea/progdesignapproval/programmeapproval/majorm
inor/  

 
This process enables for the management and oversight of major programme and course 
amendments. Amendments to programmes or courses which are deemed to be minor should 
follow the Programme and Course Amendment Policy (Minor) which is available on GSA’s website.  
 
PRECEPTS 

 
a. Proposers shall, at an early stage, discuss their outline changes with Policy and Governance. 
 
b. Policy and Governance shall establish whether a standard or bespoke approach to 

programme and course changes is required and provide appropriate guidance to the 
proposer. 

 
c. All programme and course changes shall be compatible with the QAA UK Quality Code for 

Higher Education, Benchmark Statements, PSRB, SCQF Guidance and the academic standards 
of GSA and the University of Glasgow.  

 
d. GSA and Schools shall recognise the importance of not disadvantaging students currently 

enrolled on a programme. 
 
e. All programme and course changes shall satisfy Boards of Studies and Academic Council that 

the assurance and review of academic quality and standards is in keeping with GSA 
expectations and reputation. 

 

f. Proposals for major programme amendments shall satisfy GSA’s Executive Group that the 
academic rationale and the business case for the proposed amendments are in keeping with 
GSA expectations and reputation. 

 
g. Approval from the University of Glasgow shall be sought where appropriate. Formal approval 

requests shall be submitted in consultation with the University’s Academic Collaborations 
Office. 

 

h. Course and Programme Closures, and notification of the appropriate teaching out 
arrangements will be reported to the University of Glasgow in accordance with GSA’s Course 
Closure and Programme Closure Polices.  

 

i. Programme Leaders shall ensure that students are consulted on proposals for major 
amendments to their programme or course.   

http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/senateoffice/qea/progdesignapproval/programmeapproval/majorminor/
http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/senateoffice/qea/progdesignapproval/programmeapproval/majorminor/
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1.10 Programme Leaders shall ensure that the current External Examiner(s) is consulted on 
proposals for major amendments to the programmes or courses. 
 

1.11 The Annual Report to the University of Glasgow Senate shall inform and update the 
University regarding significant changes to programme provision.   

 
1.12 Academic Council shall be responsible for approving programme and course changes in 

terms of academic matters.  The Executive Group may require to be assured regarding 
academic and non-academic matters.  Policy and Governance will advise proposers of the 
information, documentation and approval routes regarding their particular proposal. 

 
1.13 Boards of Studies shall not approve or recommend programme and course changes without 

having been assured by the proposer that the proposal has been fully discussed with Policy 
and Governance and that the proposal has satisfied the guidance provided by Policy and 
Governance. 

 
1.14 Schools and departments shall assist Academic Registry in establishing a current, transparent 

and accessible archive of programme and course specifications. 
 
1.15 The Programme Leader is responsible for ensuring that the final version of the approved 

documentation is lodged with Academic Registry. 
 
 
Process for Programme and Course Amendments (Major) 
 
2.1 The precepts detailed in 1.1 – 1.15 apply. 
 
2.2 Proposals for major programme and/or course amendments follow the Programme Approval 

process: a Major Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal is submitted to the 
Executive Group for consideration and approval.  Following Executive Group approval, a 
Programme and/or Course Amendment Information Document is submitted to the 
Programme Approval Committee, via Boards of Studies for consideration and approval. 

 
2.3 While there is scope for this process to span two academic sessions, a proposed workflow for 

how the process would approve major programme and course amendments in a single 
session is set out below:  
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2.4 Where the proposal for a major programme and/or course amendment would apply to a 
programme which is delivered in collaboration with a partner institution, in addition to the 
requirements of this policy, Programme Leaders are required to consider and complete pro 
formas which relate specifically to Collaborative Provision.   

 
2.5 Where the proposed amendment includes a collaborative or joint undertaking with the 

University of Glasgow, Programme Leaders shall contact Policy and Governance at an early 
stage to ensure that the correct process is followed. Where GSA is the administering 
institution, the GSA’s process would apply.  Where the University of Glasgow is the 
administering institution, the University’s Programme Approval process would apply.  
Programme Leaders should also refer to GSA’s suite of Collaborative Provision policies 
available from Policy and Governance. 
 

2.6 The Programme Leader shall consult with the GSA Director or Deputy Director of Finance and 
Resources at an early stage to establish whether the Financial Rationale needs to be revisited 
as a result of the proposed amendment.  If it is established that this is the case, an amended 
Financial Rationale must be submitted to the Director or Deputy Director of Finance and 
Resources prior to finalisation of the Major Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal 
in order to enable the consideration of the  resourcing and risk management of the proposal.  
The proposal cannot proceed until there is approval, in principle, from the Director of 
Finance and Resources.   

 

2.7 The updated Financial Rationale should be submitted to Policy and Governance by the 
Director or Deputy Director of Finance and Resources and it is the responsibility of the 
Programme Leader to ensure that this is undertaken in line with the timescales agreed with 
Policy and Governance. 

 

2.8 The Programme Leader shall consult with the Head of Student Recruitment at an early stage 
to establish whether it would be necessary to complete a Programme Assessment Template 
and undertake market research from the market research company.  If it is agreed that 
market research company input would be appropriate, this should also be submitted to the 
Executive Group along with the Major Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal. 
Programme Leaders should note that the market research company may need up to six 
weeks to produce this report. 

 

2.9 Throughout the Proposal and Approval stages of the process, the Programme Leader shall 
inform Policy and Governance and the Director or Deputy Director of Finance and Resources 
of any change to the financial position of the programme. 

 
2.10 External Examiner representation is expected at the Approval stage.   

 

2.11 Appropriate representation from the University of Glasgow is expected at Approval stage.  In 
cases where the major programme and/or course amendment being proposed is a joint 
collaboration with the University of Glasgow, two representatives from the University should 
be invited to attend. 

 
Proposal Stage 

 
2.10 The Executive Group is responsible for the consideration and approval of the Major 

Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal. 
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2.11 Programme Leaders should submit the completed documentation to Policy and Governance 
two weeks in advance of the Executive Group meeting.   

 
2.12 Policy and Governance is responsible for reviewing the proposal and preparing an overview 

paper for consideration by the Executive Group.  This paper will be shared with the relevant 
Head of School and Programme Leader at the point of submission to the Secretary of the 
Executive Group.  

 
2.13 The relevant Head of School is responsible for presenting the proposal at the Executive 

Group. 
 
2.14 Following Executive Group approval, the Major Programme and/or Course Amendment 

Proposal will be submitted to the University of Glasgow’s Academic Standards Committee for 
consideration and approval. 

  
 Approval Stage 
 
2.15 Board of Studies consideration: 

 
a. may be delegated to an extraordinary meeting of the Board of Studies (which shall be 

open to all members). 
b. shall include input from an Internal Critical Friend (from GSA but outwith that School). 
c. shall be convened by the Head of School or Convenor of the Board of Studies. 
d. shall include the Head of Learning and Teaching. 
e. shall include the Senior Research Fellow for Digital Learning, if appropriate. 
f. shall include External Examiner input (normally written). 
g. shall include employer input (normally written). 
h. shall include student input (normally written and by representation). 
i. shall consider the following documentation, in addition to that listed above: 

 
i. Major Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal  

ii. Programme and/or Course Amendment Information Document  
iii. Programme Specification (with amendments highlighted as appropriate) 
iv. Course Specifications  (with amendments highlighted as appropriate) 

 
2.16 Major amendments to programmes and/or courses will be considered at a UPC Programme 

Approval meeting. 
 
2.17 UPC Programme Approval consideration: 

 
a. Is normally delegated to an extraordinary meeting of UPC (which shall be open to all 

members). 
b. shall be convened by the Convenor of UPC or nominee. 
c. shall include student representation (exceptionally input may be written). 
d. Shall include External Examiner representation (exceptionally input may be written). 
e. shall include University of Glasgow representation (as outlined in 2.8) 
f. shall consider the following documentation, in addition to any exceptional written input: 

 
i. Major Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal  

ii. Programme Specification (with amendments highlighted as appropriate) 
iii. Course Specifications  (with amendments highlighted as appropriate) 
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2.18  UPC Programme Approval shall recommend approval on the basis that: 
 

a. the proposed amendment is of an appropriate standard, or 
b. recommendations are addressed (normally within the first year of implementation), 

and/or 
c. conditions are addressed (normally prior to Academic Council consideration). 

 
2.19 The UPC Programme Approval report to Academic Council shall: 

 
a. specify any recommendation or conditions. 
b. identify points of good practice. 
c. identify how account was taken of student feedback and students’ views in general. 
d. recommend the date on which the delivery of the provision should commence (normally 

the next academic session). 
e. the length of the approval period (normally the period of approval (validation) shall be 

the remainder of the outstanding period of approval for the original programme). 
 

2.20 The Convenor of the UPC Programme Approval meeting is responsible for confirming to the 
next meeting of Academic Council that conditions have been appropriately satisfied. 

 
2.21  The Convenor of Academic Council, supported by Policy and Governance, is responsible for 

confirming to the next meeting of the University of Glasgow’s Academic Standards 
Committee that any outstanding conditions have been appropriately satisfied.  This will 
normally be via a copy of the relevant extract of the Academic Council minute where the 
response has been considered. 

 
2.22 In cases where the amended programmes are validated by the University of Glasgow, these 

may be publicised and marketed following full consideration of the Programme Approval 
documentation by GSA and the final approval (validation) of the University of Glasgow’s 
Academic Standards Committee.  
 

2.23 Prospective students must be informed as soon as possible about any proposed change to 
the programme they are applying for. 

 
2.24 Recruitment and admission to the amended programme or pathway will take place in 

accordance with GSA standard regulations and practices. Responsibility for monitoring the 
level of recruitment rests with the relevant Head of School, in consultation with the Head of 
Student Recruitment and the Admissions Target Group.  

 
2.25 The Programme Leader is responsible for ensuring that the final version of the approved 

documentation is lodged with Academic Registry. 
 
2.26 Marketing, target setting and recruitment requirements shall be addressed in consultation 

with the Head of Student Recruitment and the Director of Marketing, Communication and 
Strategic Planning and evidenced in the Major Programme and/or Course Amendment 
Proposal in the form of: 

 
a. analysis of the potential market for the amended programme in the UK and 

internationally, prepared in consultation with the Head of Student Recruitment, which 
includes 
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i. Analysis of enquirer data. 
ii. Analysis of data on market trends e.g. HESA data or UCAS data if the programme 

primarily aims to recruit recent graduate students. 
iii. Competitor analysis. 
iv. Research with existing students. 
v. Research with employers/potential funders showing evidence of industry demand. 
vi. Examples of career paths available to graduates. 
vii. Consultation with relevant professional bodies. 
viii. Evidence of an EU/non-EU market  

 
The role of Marketing and Communications in this process will not be to define whether 
or not there is a market for proposed amendment to the programme but to review 
whether or not an appropriate level of market research has been undertaken and, on the 
basis of the evidence provided, to comment upon the likely demand for a programme and 
its probability of delivering the target number described. 

 
b. definition of an outline marketing strategy. 

 
c. definition of minimum and maximum student numbers and targets for the first five years 

of the amended programme. 
 

d. completion and submission of the Programme Assessment Template to the Head of 
Student Recruitment together with the market research from the market research 
company (if appropriate) which should form part of the business case submitted to the 
Executive Group.   

 
2.27 After approval of the Major Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal: 
 

a. If appropriate, a revised target number of offers to be made for the first year of operation 
shall be agreed between Head of School and Head of Student Recruitment. 

 
b. If appropriate, a revised marketing strategy shall be agreed between Head of School and 

Director of Marketing, Communication and Strategic Planning. 
 

c. applications shall be monitored monthly through the Admissions Target Group.  The Head 
of School shall be responsible for maintaining oversight of progress towards targets. 
Registry shall routinely and regularly inform Schools of applicant numbers. 

 
d. if admissions target has not been achieved by a specified date (determined by the 

Executive Group), the Head of School, in consultation with the Directorate, shall 
determine whether or not a programme will run taking into account the possibility of 
incurring a deficit or the need to have the programme underwritten by the Directorate. 
 

Guidance: 
 

 Programme and Course Design: Principles and Guidance  

 
Templates: 

 Major Programme and/or Course Amendment Proposal pro forma 

 Programme and/or Course Amendment Information Document  


